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Abstract
Big data processing is a crucial one because, huge volume of data resource to increasing
the processing cost. Cold chain is a developing logistics approach relatively on supply chain
management which is storing, transporting economical needs of products maintenance in various
levels. By maintaining the large number of information in big data processing leads more
complex to predict the data, especially agricultural information process depends the cold stock
product in supply chain management. By the fact increasing features to analyses the data is more
complex to produce good classification results to make future prediction. The prediction and
classification is a major issue that remains to be solved based on available data. So we need a
reducing framework to classify the agriculture oriented information processing. Now a day’s
Deep learning is a tremendous data analysis techniques to improve the prediction support to clod
chain management. To resolve such a type of problems,to propose a Subset Reduct Core Spider
Optimization Model (SRCSO) with optimized with social spider which is used to improve the
feature selection which is for classification performance. To deploy a sustainable neural
classifier for an effective classification using Optimized Cuckoo Genetic (OCG) search features
to recommend the modified artificial neural network. The performance accuracy for effective
categorization using marginal relevance weightage by spectral classification to improve the
classification accuracy. The selected features are trained as recurrent neurons which is intended
as sigmoid activation function. This selects the optimal values get closer to the neuronsas search
with optimum weights. The target result reached the classifier produce the resultant to categorize
the agro classes for transportation recommendation. The proposed system produce higher
performance in sensitivity and specification result than any other previous system.
Keywords: cold chain, feature selection and classification, neural classifier, cuckoo genetic,
spider optimization.
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1. Introduction
Cold chain development is an important and integral part of the development of the food
sector and needs to better integrate agriculture and food policies, activities and action plans. The
two strategies for cold chain development are to adapt to specific product families and
geographical and socio-economic conditions. Three good controls, involving a seamless cold
chain for a particular product including maintenance will necessarily require the approval of a
co-operative system between several stakeholders. 4. The government can provide basic services,
such as public infrastructure and law, to facilitate the development of cold chains. It is an
important service provided by the Education, Awareness and Skills Building Government.
Importantly, overpopulation, challenges and resource competition threaten global food
security. Address the ongoing bearing challenges of agriculture to address the increasing
complexity of agricultural production systems for address use, advances in providing smart and
precision farming, and important tools. Data analysis confirms the key to future food security,
food security, and environmental sustainability. Figure 1 shows the Process of cold chain in
farmer’s productivity Many issues such as production and yield improvement recommendation
need as agro product turn process for environmental management such as machine learning, and
block chain addressing, big data analysis, cloud computing,. Destructive information and
communication technology will be strengthened. The current study provides a systematic review
of applications within the Machine Learning (ML) Agricultural Supply Chain (up to ASC).
Stock Hold/ Distri9bution process

Transport
supply
chain

Marketing

Seasonal data/production data analysis

Figure 1 Process of cold chain in farmer’s productivity
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Feature selection is essential in the approach for reducing datasets when the
information has a substantial number of features and high number of measurements. A portion of
the elements might contain high point of attributes, and they can corrupt the execution and affect
the many-sided computational quality of the networks. So the efficiency can be improved by the
selection of striking features, by disposing of insignificant features, from substantial datasets.
These chosen elements can expand the execution of the networks and can likewise
diminish the multifaceted computational nature. Distinctive algorithms for feature selection have
been given by a few analysts. Some of them like, classification and clustering, consecutive feed
forward selection and reverse search and successive scanning point strategies can be utilized for
choosing an ideal set of features.Rough Set Theory (RST) gives a valuable numerical idea to
draw helpful choices from genuine information including unclearness, vulnerability and
inaccuracy.
The classification of features which is through cuckoo granules for selecting the
redundant features. It recognizes the suitable set of features by wiping out the superfluous
features to enhance the execution of the classifier. The supportive to cuckoo search with ruled
out Fuzzy Rough Subset assessment strategy is utilized as a part of combination with a GA for
feature selection. The genetic algorithm based searches which is used of right choice redundant
feature selection to improve the classification accuracy. In the second module, the missing
qualities are expelled in the informational collection utilizing Remove Missing channel. At that
point the Instance Selection algorithm is utilized to recognize suitable set of cases by disposing
of futile and wrong occurrences. Next, cuckoo genetic imposed with ANN is used to group the
informational collection acquired classification in advance. At last the execution of the classifier
is assessed utilizing assessment measurements based on the rough se
2. Related work
The supply chain, usually the physical and decision-making activities to which products are
connected, flows through the cross-institutional boundaries [1] defined by a network. Food Cool
Chain Logistics Theory[2], Performance Management Theory and Theory In other subjects the
first requirement is to explain the basic building principles of the system building for a
performance appraisal for marginal cold chain logistics services, and then from the coding
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system "performance appraisal" for cold chain logistics industry environment, resources and
environment, including 3D Risk management, creates.
To reduce the dimension in big data feature selection supports in greater forums for
redundant data. One of the greatestcategorization methods is the panel filter method and wrapper
method [3], and feature selection method. The filter mode function does not require / use the
feedback from which you finally use the selector or categorized or predicted. However, the
wrapper method uses a classifier (or predictor) to evaluate feature utility using all the features
finally selected [4]. Mainly feature is not a problem based on package capability [5,6], its
increase the more dimension for analyzing data in multi forum leaning recommendation. So the
blanket pattern will have the ability to produce better performance.
Features search is required that finds the optimal subgroup and considers all possible
subsets of features [7], which are beyond computational scales when the maximum information
dimensions are high. For this reason, inappropriate formula induction selection methods are used
in the blanket method. Types of anterior or posterior selective deletion schemes may or may not
take advantage of its functional interactions [8]. In our view, the best way to select features is to
design a system to solve a specific problem, while the appearance of all learning systems should
be an integrated approach that simultaneously brings effective improvements [9].
Environmental Monitoring Results supports growing pressure on agricultural companies
and governments to focus more on production, which hey needs deep learning analysis for
feature selection to distribution and consumption approaches and resources than ever before on
agricultural products [10,11]. Key issues in sustainable development agriculture are cold chain
problems [12], how to ensure producer involvement in purchasing networks and sales, especially
small farmers, keeping product [13, 14]. The difficulty in cold chain have large numbers
seasonal collective dataset meet the stringent in improper information prediction.
So transportation based on records incorporates, dataclassification need efficientneural
training modelfor increasing recomendation for sustainable agro-food chains recommendation to
classifying the results.Agro-collective seasonal data sets are in the form of high dimensional or
high features [15], and in accurate identification of the core features.Proper representation of all
features data is an important issue in machine learning and data mining issues. It can be
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beneficial that all original features always come with the classification task [16]. Some features
are the distribution of inappropriate / redundant or noisy data blocks that can seriously affect
subsequent classification accuracy [17].
In order to improve the classification efficiency and reduce the arithmetic processing of
the classifier, special selection function should be used for the classification problem.[18,
19].But most existing feature selection and classification methods are insufficient to select the
best features and weightage to generate the efficient classification results from high dimensional
data [20]. The rest of the section follows the implementation of the proposed system.
2.1 Contribution of this paper
The purpose of the proposed work is to improve the cold chain progress recommendation
for agricultural data using deep learning neural networks techniques. This contribute the efficient
feature selection to develop a cold chain risk assessment system for agricultural products for
distribution in an orderly manner and to accurately assess new agricultural products in the food
safety process state based on the recommendation.The aim of the research was to create a
prediction model for season data records cold chain recommendation. To advance the recurrent
neural classification based on sustainable neural network to apply forecasting supply chain
management in agro product quality created on the basis of sustainable neural network. Reduced
the agro dimensional dataset in diverse to use feature analysis and classification models
recommendation to the farmers productive food and safety management.
3.Proposed solution and implementation
To propose a new sustainable agro-recommendation based on cold chain prediction using
optimized feature selection and classification.To intent a Subset Reduct Core Spider
Optimization Model (SRCSO) with optimized with social spider which is used to improve the
feature selection which is for classification performance. Many more collection of agro datasets
contains a vast of information leads storage and transportation with high dimensionality data
processing with several features. By supporting reasonable for specific harvest selling, storing
products based on the features to get benefit creation in agricultural industry. So suggest the
product transportation related on seasonal support which help to agriculturists for effectively
distinguish reasonable product like food safety or keeping in mind of usage other product.To
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begin cold chain charity with ideal features analysis begins with specific feature extraction which
is called subset feature model obtained from modified Subset Reduct Core Spider Optimization
algorithm.

Agricultural
inventory
dataset
Agricultural
Recommend
inventory
dataset
Non recommend

Input
Dataset

Agro-classified
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Transportation,
storing keeping

Feature
Analysis(SRCSO
)

Sustainable
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Figure 2 Proposed Architecture Diagram for SRCSO- OCGNN
This is based on event searching aspects of sensing redundant features nearer to the
optimal weightage on different iterations whether the stock of agro products were extracted. The
Figure 2 shows the Proposed Architecture Diagram for SRCSO- OCGNN. The iteration is based
on the maximum and minimal value subset identification notified by the feature value from
seasonal support attribute features. The cold chain process begins with preprocessing
information, the agro-dataset dataset containing unessential information is encouraged to
preprocessing undertaking. Insignificant information might be as clamor, inconsistency and
misplaced qualities. The nearness of superfluous data are grouped in related cluster which
Keeping in mind the non-attributed features redundancy, preprocessing is favored and it
accomplishes successful outcomes for agro features collective sets.
3.1 Feature analysis on agro-Stored procedure
Form the big data as collective dataset, the increasing dimensional behavior of more
attributes on non-relational process during data analysis. to reduce the dimension,

feature

analysis is used to reduce the non-redundant data from data sets become variable selection,
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feature selection or variable subgroup selection, is an reducing redundant process of initiating a
high-dimensional agricultural data selection from a collective dataset and using it for proposed
model development. Factors, Indicators) is the way to select the subsetwich is support for neural
classification. High performance numbers are a major obstacle to prediction. We have to choose
the pending features.
Algorithm:
Input:

featured attributes

Output:

Decision rule out feature selected dataset values

Step1:

Start

Step2:

initialize the term agro term Ts from preprocessed Ps.

Step3:

compute the tags as Agro-attribute TGs into spider core

Step4:

Process the feature occurrence attributes Ts, K.
//transfer terms, k times selection
Estimate fitness For Fixed member as PS relevance weight

Step5:

Compute relevance measure of Agro seasonal data
𝑛

Ps = (𝑇𝑠)𝑛 = ∑

(𝑛𝑘)𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑘 𝐾

𝑘=0

// total terms feature by extracted average
K- Specific features values.
Step6:

Process for All Agro attribute--Tg
Extract the terms Et Tg
Compute all the sustainable selected Agro attribute Pt, Nt
Check if (Tg as Et)
Return all attribute as feature case Selected feature Tg
End.
End

Step7:

return feature Tgs

Step8:

End.
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The optimal features are selected using reduct core spider optimization algorithm, based
on the relevance measure the marginal weight be selected by filtering fitness value. All the
features weighted attributed based on the candidate selection to support even based seasonal
stored procedure to recount the weightage values support for increases recommendation on
transactional data fields.
3.2 Feature Reduct and core analysis
In reduction and critical attributes creates marginal relevance approximation, an
important step in the social spiders can be recognized as compromising the need for changes in
classification accuracy or arbitrary importance based on the core and reduct
Now most relevance attribute differ from weightage adjustment from mean error rate be
the dimension reduction decision can be considered to choose the importance of feature support
for train the data simply to maintain its basic classification function. The layered spider size is
the trademark for agro product transportation that assesses the separatecapability to achieve
better than its chosenresponsibilitymean weight recommend on cold chain transportation. Each
attributes products (spider) gets a feature 𝐹𝑖 selectes the fitenss values which the population be
generated at the independent weight transpose to the feed forages methods between best search
and worst case scenarios F at overall extraction.
The characteristic that evaluates the search behavior of spider and its size the separate ability
arrange feed layers by fitness of weight at posed at each layer
𝐹𝑖𝑡(𝐹𝑖)−𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡(𝑡)

W(i) = 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑡)−𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡(𝑡) …..(1)
The most case scenarios the fitness be at mean but the weight varied, so the beahviour of layer
dependencies are marginalized as fitness function Fit (Fi) is the fitness value conventional by the
estimate of the location of the spider remains at it fitness Fi regarding the importance of
populated layer spider at F and the standards worst and best are calculated using the maxfit as
follows.
Best (t) maxfit (Fi) and worst(t) minfit(Fi) …..(2)
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The fitness value reduct the core of spider layers from Fi received from the location of
spider feed from the forager weight. The values from the search case 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑡 and best 𝑡 are
computed. This feature selection optimized with conditional approach and features obtained to
select the condition to select the redundant features with certain number of values to create
feature table, at the values be decision at important redundant features
3.3 Reduct genetic subset theory
The rough set theory selects the features on search optimal based on cuckoo genetic
weight marginal feature to perform neural weightage. This supports the feature inputs on training
progress based on sequence sigmoid activation function
Algorithm
Input: Data set Ds, Neural network Nn
Output: Reduced data set Rds
Start
Read Data set Ds, Neural network Nn
Initialize neural network with number of neurons and features.
Apply rough set theory on the feature selection.
For each feature f
Apply genetic algorithm on each layer neurons and features.
Train with Activation Sigmoid
Identify the features according to the selection weight.
Add identified features to the reduced data set.
End
Stop

In that set of contract featured attributes, small subgroups of properties that allow
homogeneous classification of elements of the trained internal layers such as attributes that do
sigmoid to contracted attributes are redundant or unnecessary term spread to other neurons to
reduce the

non-redundant

terms.

Calculated to

take

a reduced relative

isolation

functioncommonly both the features are intersect features to take and other wise eliminating
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unnecessary attributes. Finally, the selected features are formed as clustering groups with similar
inherent characteristics are merged and fed to the classification phase.
3.4 Optimized Cuckoo Genetic
Cuckoo Genetic Algorithms (CGA), are utilized to enhance the great GA weakness of
untimely joining by concentrating on the propagation part of a current GA. Generation is one of
the three essential components in a GA that move the genes towards a nearby/worldwide ideal
point; it more often than not reduces the assorted variety of genes, however, which can be seen
as a wellspring of previous meeting towards an ideal neighborhood position.
Step 1:

Initialization phase: The population (Si, where i = 1, 2, …, nXi) of host nest is
commenced randomly. For an input vector x, the instantaneous error Ex of the
system is

…….(3)
Step 2:

Fitness evaluation phase: Assess the fitness function to choose the best one and find
the max accuracy value. The learning algorithm updates the weights and βs to
minimize the system error

Step 3:

…..(4)

Update stage: Revise the primary arrangement by exact hops in which cosine change
is utilized. The perfection of the novel arrangement is evaluated, and a family is
picked among haphazardly. The update rules for w0 ij and for βj can be shown as
follows

…. (5)
)Here, for an output layer neuron
…. (6)
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On the off chance that the greatness of novel arrangement in the selected feature is superior to
the old arrangements, it will be substituted by the new arrangement (cuckoo). While
for the ith neuron of the jth hidden layer

….(7)
Step 4:

Crossover administrator: Once a cuckoo seek emphasis is done, the most exceedingly
terrible arrangements are chosen to enhance the arrangement quality through hybrid
rate Xij = 0.2. Similarly,

….(8)
Hybrid is a procedure of substituting a portion of the qualities in a single parent
by resulting qualities of the other. The weight enhancement issue is solved by the hybrid
administrator by joining two process which have the preferences
3.5Sustainable Neural network Classification
At this point, the neural network can be adjusted to join the weights in the reciprocating
process to match the actual output until the desired result is obtained. This optimized feature
selection is used to select features that are input processing. Efforts are also being made to
reduce this global error by adjusting the traditional features of neural networks to standard
weights and distinctions. Use the proposed method to select the genetic optimization techniques
quill to adjust the optimal weights neural network weights.
Here the parameter used for OCG-SNN layers (number of neurons, respective centers,
radius and weight) is optimized with the help of artificial bee colony algorithm. The neurons
submitted to show a synchronous response feature can be easily determined by the nature of the
innumerable areas of the neural program, whether the person has cells in the auditory program
that rationalize events or small bands of cells to search for properties within an agricultural
significance of non-suggestive fields.
With this technique, redundant time represent optimal feature selected to trained in
hidden layers and is done from one layer output to another layer input from recommendation.
The first input layer progressed into hidden layer (first middle layer) has the main function of
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knowing the source input (𝑥) trained with sigmoid neuron. Recurrent search on middle layer
feature to adjust all weights function in relation to minimum search function autocorrelation
function commands.
1

𝜆

2
data feed feature set 𝐹𝑠𝑡 = 2𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥̂𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 + 𝛽 ∑𝑚
̂𝑗 ) + 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝐾𝐿 (𝑝|𝑝
𝑗=1 𝜃𝑖𝑗 ..(9)

The intermediate layer weights are adjusted closer to the marginal neurons in hidden
layer are in linear order be represented as M and the predicted features are in finite state as f for
find using the consequence of 𝛽. The probability to take the weight adjustment form j at process
p be known 𝑝̂𝑗, similarly the sparsely index weights are modified as network mode with using
divergence function by K-node searching theory to rearrange the hidden layer neurons by
specific input x and node replacement as 𝜃 weights as non-order weight remains.
Algorithm:
Step 1: Compute to scaling actors to input layer
Step 2: initialize the neuron sectors as trained input features
Step 3: fix the Fuzzy rule Membership Maxset Limits of feature index Fsi
Step 4: Compute the search feature closer Neurons
Fsi(Fstw.xi+b)>= y-€𝑖, €𝑦 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑛
Step 5: for execute fsi as Max feature Mx
Step 6: compute all scaling features according to their fitness beast case measure
Sort all the features to index F as cluster Fci
Fci min

1
2

||𝑤|| + 𝑐 ∑𝑛𝑙=1 €𝑖

Step 7: for all Max clusters ci in the features do
Step 8: for all scaling j in the cluster ci do
Step 9: Term index modified the weight xci,j
Create new classxnew,ci,j
Indexing classXnew, ci, j = Xci, j + ά ∗ (Xbest, ci − Xci, j) ∗ r 2
Step 10: compute scaling if xci,j= x is the best,ci class then
Fix margin winner class Xnew,ci = β*Ccenter,ci
Step 11: Add class Maxci,j and update xnew,ci,j
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1

Xcenter,ci,d= 𝑛𝑐𝑖 ∑𝑛𝑐𝑖
𝑙=1 𝑥𝑐𝑖, 𝑙, 𝑑
Step 12: end if
Step 13: end for
Step 14: end for
Step 15: for all class ci in the features do
Step 16: attain to modify the new scaling features weight in class ci by
Xworst,ci=Xmin+(Xmax-Xmin+1).rand
Step 17: end for
18: Evaluate scaling weight closer by the newly create class
Step 19: create priority Max ascending index until t MaxGen
Step 20: Recommend the weighted Max class

The CG is the optimized with NN, which has three layers, such as input layer, hidden
layer and output layer. The OCG-SNN is employed to categorize the data as seasonal
recommendation based on transaction. Data Optimized All selected features are used for optimal
mom-weighted search displayed nerve input. Neurons are trained under different operating
conditions to then drive specific targets. The target result reached the classifier produce the
resultant to categorize the agro classes for transportation recommendation.
4. Result and discussion
According to the proposed method, some of the measurements of agricultural
applications weather forecasts are evaluated. The implementation algorithm is tested with
confusion matrix numerous ranges of farmers cultivation dataset the proposed feature
classification produced efficient results than other feature selection and classifiers such as . The
previous systems compared with DEA (Data envelopment analysis). Pro-active data-driven
decision-making algorithm (PAD-DMA). It contains a set of steps according to a common basic
evaluation method. Sensitivity and accuracy, such as the relationship between system input and
output variables, are understood using appropriate performance metrics
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Table 1 shows the details parameters which is type definition dataset and the values used
in training dataset.
Table 1 detail parameters and values processed
Parameters used

Values processed

Dataset used

Weather Crop yield dataset

Simulation

Visual framework

environment
Number of attributes

Random attributes <=10

Number of Class

Recommend and non-recommend fields

The proposed carried implementation produce higher detection rate by classifying resultant
under the degree of classes. The actual representation of this time complexity is measured by
using the system configuration under 4GB of ram with i3 Intel processor having simulated tools
intent framework

performance is measured based on evaluation metrics like classification

accuracy, sensitivity, specificity-measure, time complexity and false classification.
TN+TP

Accuracy = (TP+FP+FN+TN )…… (10)

Classification accuracy
P
er
fo
r
m
a
nc
e
in
%

98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82

SVM-LDA
CC-DEA
PAD-DMA
SRCSO

100

500

1000

2000

3000

Figure 3 performance of classification accuracy
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The above figure demonstrate the classification Accuracy with evaluation is one of
the most popular evaluation indicators. On the number of events obtained by means of this
classification is the percentage of true positive and true negative numbers.
Table 2 performance of classification accuracy
Methods

/dataset

Impact of Classification Accuracy in %
SVM-

CC-

PAD-

LDA

DEA

DMA

100

87.3

91.1

93.1

93.8

500

89.5

92.2

93.6

94.2

1000

91.3

92.7

93.8

95.4

2000

92.1

92.5

94.2

95.6

3000

92.6

92.9

94.2

95.6

records

SRCSO

Table 2, reviews the classification accuracy compared by different methods have
higher performance on crop recommendation accuracy. Additional mutual metric for assessment
of classifiers is the compassion of procedure. True positive additional correlation on true values
on negative marginal values.
TP

Sensitivity = TP+FN…(11)
The sensitivity estimation is done on five diverse dissimilar datasets. The crop dataset, for the
S2CNC esteem produces 89.9% sensitivity, conventional neural network accomplishes 88.3 %
sensitivity yet SVM classifier accomplishes only 87.1 % sensitivity. The proposed system
produces the higher impact on sensitivity. By the margin the error adjusting +-2 to 2.5 range of
absolute error in prediction rate.
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Analysis of Sensitivity
96
SVM-LDA

performance in %

94
92

CC-DEA

90

PAD-DMA

88

SRCSO

86
84

82
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Figure 4 performance of sensitivity analysis
Figure 4 , defines the sensitivity level on different dataset logs detection on feature
evaluation to classify the results the projected S2CNC method has generated higher performance
rate than additional existing approaches.

Table 3 performance of sensitivity analysis
Methods/Datasets
records

Impact of Sensitivity Analysis in %
SVMLDA

CC-DEA

PADDMA

SRCSO

100

86.7

87.1

88.3

89.9

500

88.5

88.6

89.6

92.2

1000

89.3

89.2

89.8

91.4

2000

89.4

91.2

91.2

92.6

3000

90.3

91.5

92.2

93.6

Table 3 Reviews the sensitivity analysis formed and it demonstrations that the
projected S2CNC approach produces higher performance ratio.
By the definition the false positive values are correlated with confusion matrix defend with true
negative divided with false positive values to defend the classification the specificity is
TN

calculated by. Specificity = TN+FP
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Analysis of specificity

100

performance in %

SVM-LDA
90
CC-DEA
80
PAD-DMA
70
SRCSO
60
50
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Figure 5 performance of specificity
Figure 5 demonstrations the contrast of Specificity formed by dissimilar approaches
and the projected S2CNC method has shaped higher performance additional methods.

Table 4 performance of specificity
Impact of Specificity in %
Methods/Datasets
records

SVM-LDA

CC-DEA

PAD-DMA

SRCSO

100

82.3

87.3

89.3

91.3

500

83.8

87.6

91.2

91.8

1000

84.2

88.5

92.6

92.8

2000

85.3

88.9

92.8

93.2

3000

86.3

90.2

93.5

94.5

Table 4 expressions the contrast of Specificity administered in various dataset that
produces varying presentation for various techniques’-measure represents the harmonic
representation posed by true positive and false negatives depends the precision and recall rate.
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𝑇𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 = (𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃) , similarly the detection depends the
estimated values follows 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)

By this two measure which

2∗Precision∗Recall

is calculated Fmeasure(False Classification) = (Precision + Recall),
By the error rate under 5.5 accuracy rate 94.5 absolute error 94.43 % well classification
accuracy. As followed the confusion matrix shown below. The remains frequent measure are
irrelevant on non-redundant features with the F-measure calculated as (Fer) =
𝑘=𝑛

∑×
𝑘=0

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 F𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑦 (𝐹𝑒𝑟)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑓𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝐹𝑟)

F-measure

False classificatinon in %

10

SV
MLDA

5

0
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Figure 6 performance of F-measure
Figure 6 demonstrations the contrast of false sorting ratio formed by dissimilar
approaches and the projected technique has shaped less F-measure than additional remaining
approaches.
Table 5 performance of F-measure
Methods/Datasets
records

Comparison of F-measure in %
SVMLDA

CC-DEA

PAD-DMA

SRCSO

100

6.6

6.3

5.9

5.6

500

7.2

7.1

6.8

6.3

1000

8.3

7.8

6.3

5.5

2000

8.6

7.5

6.2

5.3

3000

8.8

7.9

6.4

5.1
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Table 5 demonstrations the contrast of false classification ratio and it appearances
that the suggested process yields less F-measure.

Time complexity in ms

Time complexity (Tc) =∑k=n
k=0 ×

Total Features Handeled to Process in Dataset
Time Taken(Ts)

Analysis of time complexity
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Figure 7 performance of time complexity
Figure 7 shows the proposed approach proves which is less complex than other
methods of time, and the variations in the time period and the events generated by various
methods.

Table 6 performance of time complexity
Methods/Datasets
records

Impact of Time Complexity in Milliseconds (ms)
SVMLDA

CC-DEA

PAD-DMA

SRCSO

100

8.3

9.3

8.7

7.2

500

8.8

9.6

9.2

8.7

1000

10.3

9.8

9.1

8.8

2000

11.2

11.1

10.3

9.8

3000

11.8

11.4

10.2

9.5

Table 6 demonstrations the assessment of time complexity shaped by numerous
approaches and the projected method has shaped less time complexity. Complexity is defined as
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the total time taken to load a dataset to select and classify the processing feature at a given time.
Complex time is calculated in milliseconds.
5. Conclusion
To conclude that that the proposed classification structure overcome the existing
approaches having better classification for cold chain recommendation from collective agro
product dataset when compared with the existing ANN. From the intent performance the
resultant of the proposed approach OCG-NN classifier produce higher performance in sensitivity
93.6 % and specificity 94.5 % than the existing methodologies. In future the expert will have
satisfactory opportunities to perform with modified deep neural classifier and streamlining
techniques for cold chain in agricultural execution or transportation
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